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ABSTRACT

Land disputes are one of the complex and frequent agrarian problems in Indonesia. Therefore, systematic and targeted efforts are needed to resolve land disputes in Indonesia. The National Land Agency (BPN) as a government agency tasked with managing land has an important role in resolving land disputes. This research aims to examine the role of BPN in resolving land disputes in Indonesia. The research method used in this study is a qualitative method. The data collection technique in this research is literature study. The data that has been collected is then analyzed in three stages, namely data reduction, data presentation and drawing conclusions. The research results show that BPN has a central role in resolving land disputes in Indonesia. As an institution responsible for land administration and management, BPN plays a role in facilitating legal and administrative processes related to ownership, utilization and resolution of land disputes. BPN is tasked with providing legal certainty regarding land status, verifying ownership claims, and providing land certificates to the legal owners. Apart from that, BPN also plays a role in mediating and resolving conflicts between parties involved in land disputes, whether between individuals, traditional communities, or private parties. BPN's role is not only limited to administrative aspects, but also includes efforts to create fair and sustainable solutions, taking into account various social, economic and environmental aspects.

Introduction

In Indonesia, the land tenure system through certificates is a necessary mechanism to provide legal security over land ownership to individuals or legal entities. Through the National Land Agency (BPN) or local land office, the land registration process involves measurement, mapping and document verification. The issued land certificate lists important information such as the name of the owner, the boundaries of the land, and the rights held. This provides landowners with strong legal evidence in various transactions.
Despite providing legal certainty, challenges such as multiple certificates and administrative complexities still need to be addressed to improve efficiency and fairness in the land registration system. In principle, the data and information in a certificate are considered correct until a party challenges the certificate. This system opens up the possibility of disputes in terms of land tenur (Nadida & Tanawijaya, 2023).

The Minister of Agrarian and Spatial Planning (ATR)/Head of the National Land Agency (BPN), Sofyan Jalil, stated that the number of land dispute cases handled by BPN was not large, only around 8,900 cases. In detail, there are 8,959 cases recorded, of which some have been resolved, while others have just been submitted. Of the 8,959 cases, 56% were disputes between communities, such as conflicts between neighbors and land boundary disputes. Then, 15% are disputes between individuals and legal entities, including disputes between individual citizens and companies, owners of Business Use Rights (HGU), and State-Owned Enterprises (BUMN). In addition, 0.1% of these cases, which involve disputes between legal entities, according to the Minister of ATR/Head of BPN, are easier to resolve, such as disputes between companies. Then, there are also disputes between the community and the government, which involve conflicts between the community and the TNI, PT railways, and others (Setkab, 2019).

As the government agency responsible for land affairs, the National Land Agency (BPN) has a very important task in resolving land disputes in Indonesia. Through its role in land management and administration, BPN acts as a mediator and facilitator to facilitate dialogue between disputing parties, verify and analyze relevant documents, and conduct measurements and remapping of disputed land. In addition, BPN also provides legal assistance, counseling, and education to the community on land rights and land dispute resolution procedures. With these efforts, BPN is committed to ensuring justice, legal certainty and peace in land ownership and use in Indonesia (Fatullatifah, 2022).

Another study by (Wowor, 2014) found that the National Land Agency (BPN) is a Non-Departmental Organization that has a very important role in land affairs in Indonesia. As an institution responsible for land management and administration throughout the country, BPN has the main function to help resolve land disputes. In addition, BPN also plays a role in formulating policies and regulations governing the land sector, such as Presidential Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia Number 85 of 2009 concerning the National Land Agency. Through this policy, BPN has a clear legal basis to carry out its duties and functions in resolving land disputes and overall land management.

Another study by (Sitohang & Siambaton, 2021) found that in resolving land ownership disputes, the National Land Agency (BPN) plays an important role by managing complaints received from the community. The process begins when the communities involved in the dispute submit their complaints to the BPN. Upon receiving the complaint, the BPN verifies the information submitted, including research of relevant documents and field surveys if necessary. In addition, the BPN also facilitates mediation between the disputing parties if the dispute allows for mediation. The disputing parties' response to the BPN's role in dispute resolution may be to agree or reject the mediation outcome. If the dispute settlement at the Land Office is unsuccessful and both parties do not reach an agreement, then the settlement is left to the disputing parties in accordance with statutory provisions.

This research contributes to enriching the literature on public administration and dispute resolution in the Indonesian context. So, by deepening understanding of the role of institutions such as BPN in social, economic and political contexts, this research can provide a theoretical basis for further studies on land administration and natural resource
management. These theoretical implications can also help in developing a more robust conceptual framework in explaining the dynamics of land dispute resolution and the role of Indonesian government institutions. This research aims to examine the role of BPN in resolving land disputes in Indonesia.

Research Methods

The study employs a qualitative research approach, which prioritizes the observation and in-depth exploration of phenomena to understand their underlying meanings. Qualitative analysis relies heavily on the nuances of language and expressions used, as emphasized by Basri, leading to a focus on process and result interpretation (Wibisono, 2019). Data for this study are gathered through a literature review, involving the examination of journals, books, and other pertinent sources accessible via Google Scholar from 2014 to 2024. The collected data undergoes analysis in three sequential stages: data reduction, presentation, and conclusion drawing.

Results and Discussions

Soil plays a vital role in human life. As an invaluable natural resource, soil supports various aspects of life, such as housing, agriculture, industry and other economic activities. In addition, soil also plays a role in maintaining ecosystem balance and providing habitat for biodiversity. The availability of fertile soil is crucial for food production and improving people's welfare. Therefore, many countries, including Indonesia, regulate land use and ownership in their constitutions and other laws and regulations (Sukmawati, 2022). Land is constitutionally regulated in Article 33 paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, which reads that "The land and water and the natural resources contained therein shall be under the control of the state and shall be used for the greatest prosperity of the people." This provision emphasizes that land, as part of natural resources, is controlled by the state to be used to the greatest extent for the prosperity of all Indonesian people. This principle provides a legal basis for the state to regulate, manage and distribute land in the public interest, ensuring that land management is carried out fairly and equitably to improve people's welfare and prevent inequality and misuse of natural resources (Laturette, 2016).

The increasing human need for land, especially in urban areas and areas of high economic value, causes land values and prices to continue to rise, triggering various land disputes. These price increases often lead to intense competition and conflicts of interest among interested parties. To address this problem, land administration needs to be improved through data digitization, strict law enforcement, promotion of mediation as an alternative dispute resolution, and strengthening of agrarian reform programs to ensure equitable land distribution and reduce land tenure inequality. This approach is expected to create a more equitable, transparent and sustainable land management system (Hasbi, 2019). Land disputes often arise due to various complex and interrelated factors. The following are some of the main factors that cause frequent land disputes:

1. Increase in Value and Price

   Increased demand for land, especially in urban areas and high economic value areas, has led to a sharp rise in land values and prices, triggering competition and conflicts of interest among interested parties (Nugroho, 2022).

2. Multiple Ownership and Multiple Certificates

   There are often cases where a single plot of land is claimed by more than one party with different proof of ownership, such as a certificate, girik letter, or proof of
inheritance. This can be caused by overlapping or inaccurate land administration (Marino & Arnanda, 2021).

3. Unclear Land Boundaries

Differences in interpretation of land boundaries between adjacent landowners are often a source of dispute. The lack of clear boundary markers and the absence of accurate measurements exacerbate this situation (Darman, 2020).

4. Agrarian Conflict

Conflicts between farmers and large companies or between indigenous peoples and the government or private parties seeking to develop land for commercial purposes can lead to land disputes (Sukmawati, 2022).

5. Eviction and Relocation

Evictions carried out without adequate compensation or without fair deliberation often lead to protests and legal disputes. Communities affected by evictions feel that their rights have been violated (Ningrum, 2014).

6. Abuse and Fraud

Fraudulent practices in land transactions, such as unauthorized land sales or manipulation of land ownership documents, can lead to disputes. This fraud often involves individuals who take advantage of legal loopholes.

7. Lack of Legal Certainty

The lack of strict law enforcement and the existence of legal loopholes in laws and regulations are often exploited by certain parties to take actions that harm other parties (Cahyaningtyas et al., 2022).

Addressing land disputes requires coordinated efforts from various parties, including the government, legal institutions and communities. Improving land administration, strict law enforcement, and increasing education and information on land rights are important steps to prevent and resolve land disputes fairly and effectively (Saly & Ekalia, 2023). The BPN can assist in resolving land disputes.

BPN stands for National Land Agency, which is a government agency in Indonesia responsible for land management and administration throughout the country. BPN has a variety of tasks, including land registration, mapping, land measurement, issuing land certificates, and resolving land disputes. As an institution with a central role in land, BPN plays an important role in ensuring legal certainty, protection of land rights, and sustainable development (Orlando, 2017). The National Land Agency (BPN) is regulated by Presidential Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia Number 85 of 2009 concerning the National Land Agency. This regulation regulates the organizational structure, duties, and functions of BPN as a government agency responsible for land management and administration in Indonesia. One of its objectives is to improve services and effectiveness in land management as well as provide legal protection for the community regarding their rights to land. This Perpres serves as the legal basis for BPN in carrying out its role in managing and resolving land disputes in Indonesia (Achmad, 2024).

In addition, the BPN regulates spatial planning and land use in accordance with established spatial plans, supports agrarian reform programs through land redistribution to people in need, and assists in resolving land disputes through mediation and legal channels (Wismaya, M. Y., & Purwanto, 2022). BPN also manages land data and information in an integrated manner with information technology to improve the efficiency and transparency of land management. As part of the Ministry of Agrarian Affairs and Spatial Planning/National Land Agency (ATR/BPN), BPN plays a vital role...
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in ensuring sustainable land management in favor of the interests of the people, supporting national development (Deng, 2019). The role of the National Land Agency (BPN) in resolving land disputes in Indonesia is very important. Here are some of the main roles of BPN in resolving land disputes:

1. Mediator and Facilitator
   BPN acts as a mediator and facilitator in land dispute resolution, facilitating meetings between disputing parties and helping them reach an amicable agreement (Kurniati & Fakhriah, 2017).

2. Research and Verification
   The BPN conducts research and verification on documents related to the disputed land, such as land certificates, proof of ownership, and other documents. This helps ensure the validity and authenticity of these documents (Adinegoro, 2023).

3. Re-measurement and Mapping
   The BPN can conduct measurement and remapping of disputed land to determine clear and accurate land boundaries (MANDOYO, 2020).

4. Issuance of a New or Revised Certificate
   If necessary, the BPN can issue a new land certificate or revise the existing certificate in accordance with the results of the dispute settlement (Masriani, 2022).

5. Counseling and Education
   The BPN provides counseling and education to the community on land rights, the importance of land registration, and correct legal procedures. This aims to prevent land disputes from occurring in the future.

6. Legal Assistance
   BPN can provide legal assistance and mentoring to parties experiencing land disputes to file a lawsuit or resolve disputes through appropriate legal channels (Fitri, 2021).

7. Coordination with Related Agencies
   BPN cooperates with various related agencies, such as the police, prosecutors, and judicial institutions, in handling land disputes to ensure an effective and fair settlement process.

8. Policy Development
   Based on its experience in resolving land disputes, BPN also plays a role in formulating and developing land-related policies and regulations to improve the effectiveness of dispute resolution in the future.

The National Land Agency (BPN) has a very important role in resolving land disputes in Indonesia. With its various roles, BPN strives to be at the forefront of creating peace and stability in land ownership and use in Indonesia.

Conclusion
The National Land Agency (BPN) plays a central role in resolving land disputes in Indonesia. As an institution that has primary responsibility for the administration and management of land, BPN is tasked with facilitating legal and administrative processes related to ownership, utilization and resolution of land-related conflicts. BPN's main duties include providing legal certainty regarding land status, verifying ownership claims, and providing land certificates to legal owners. Apart from that, BPN also plays a role in mediating and resolving disputes between various parties involved, such as individuals, traditional communities or private companies. BPN's role is not only limited to administrative aspects, but also includes efforts to create fair and sustainable solutions,
taking into account various social, economic and environmental dimensions. Therefore, the existence of BPN is very important in maintaining legal stability, encouraging sustainable development, and promoting social peace in Indonesia through effective and fair resolution of land disputes.
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